THE

AREA BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
OF
TIPPECANOE COUNTY

NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
DATE : MAY 23, 2018
TIME: 6:00 P.M.
PLACE: COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
20 N. 3RD STREET
LAFAYETTE, IN 47901

I. APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES
1. DRAFT - BZA MEETING MINUTES 04/25/2018
Documents:
BZA 04.25.2018.PDF
II. NEW BUSINESS
III. PUBLIC HEARING
1. BZA-1979 HORVATH TOWERS V, LLC:
Petitioner is requesting a special exception to allow a primary communications tower
(SIC 48) in the A zone. The unmanned monopole cell tower will operate 24 hours per
day, 7 days per week at 3805 S. 18th Street, Lafayette, Wea 09 (SW) 22-4. (UZO 3-2)
Continued from the April 25th ABZA meeting upon petitioner’s request.
Vote Results 1-Yes and 6-No
Documents:
BZA-1979 REVISED (SPECIAL EXCEPTION).PDF
2. BZA-1982 WEST LAFAYETTE JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING
CORPORATION:

Petitioner is requesting the following variances to construct an aquatic center
addition to the existing R1-zoned West Lafayette Junior-Senior High School:
1. To increase the building height to 50 feet from the maximum allowed 35 feet;
(UZO 2-1-10) WITHDRAWN
2. To reduce the number of onsite parking spaces to 218 from the minimum
requirement of 692 spaces; (UZO 2-1-11)
3. To decrease vegetative coverage to 36% from the minimum requirement of

addition to the existing R1-zoned West Lafayette Junior-Senior High School:
1. To increase the building height to 50 feet from the maximum allowed 35 feet;
(UZO 2-1-10) WITHDRAWN
2. To reduce the number of onsite parking spaces to 218 from the minimum
requirement of 692 spaces; (UZO 2-1-11)
3. To decrease vegetative coverage to 36% from the minimum requirement of
40%;(UZO 2-1-6) and
4. To increase the building coverage to 32% from the maximum allowed 30%
(UZO 2-1-6)

on property located at 1105 N. Grant Street, West Lafayette, Wabash 18 (SE)
23-4. Continued from the April 25th ABZA meeting upon petitioner’s
request.
Vote Results
2. 7-Yes and 0-No
3. 7-Yes and 0-No
4. 7-Yes and 0-No

Documents:
BZA-1982.PDF
3. BZA-1983 GARY RATCLIFF:
Petitioner is requesting a special exception to allow an agricultural rental hall (SIC 799)
on 12.231 acres in the Agricultural Wooded zone. The hours of operation proposed are
11am to 11pm, seven days a week. The property is located on the west side of US 231,
specifically at 9950 US 231 South, Randolph 18 (NE) 21-4. (UZO 3-2) WITH
CONDITIONS.
Vote Results 7-Yes and 0-No
Documents:
BZA-1983 (SPECIAL EXCEPTION).PDF
4. BZA-1984 VERLYN AND LISA FAST:
Petitioner is requesting a special exception to allow an agricultural rental hall (SIC 799)
on 10.8865 acres in the Agricultural zone. The proposed hours of operation are 9am to
5pm (office hours), five days a week and 2pm to midnight (event hours). The property is
located on the north side of CR 550 S, specifically at 5074 E 550 S, Sheffield 19 (NW)
22-3. (UZO 3-2) WITH CONDITIONS AND COMMITMENTS.

Note: Petitioner amended the hours of operation as per staff's recommendation
to 2pm to 10pm (Sunday through Thursday) and 2pm to midnight (Friday and
Saturday) at the ABZA meeting on 05/23/18.
Vote Results 5-Yes and 2-No

Documents:
BZA-1984 (SPECIAL EXCEPTION).PDF
IV. ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
V. ADJOURNMENT

IV. ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS
V. ADJOURNMENT
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AREA BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS OF TIPPECANOE COUNTY
MINUTES OF A PUBLIC HEARING

DATE....................................................................................................................... APRIL 25, 2018
TIME........................................................................................................................ 6:00 P.M.
PLACE..................................................................................................................... CO. OFFICE BLDG.
20 N. 3RD STREET
LAFAYETTE, IN 47901

MEMBERS PRESENT
Tom Andrew
Steve Clevenger
Steve Schreckengast
Frank Donaldson
Gary Schroeder
Ed Butz

MEMBERS ABSENT
Carl Griffin

STAFF PRESENT
Ryan O’Gara
Rabita Foley
Linda Underwood
Zach Williams, Atty.

The Area Board of Zoning Appeals of Tippecanoe County public hearing was held on the 25th day of April
2018 at 6:00 P.M., pursuant to notice given and agenda posted as provided by law.
President Steve Clevenger called the meeting to order.

I.

APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Ed Butz moved to approve the minutes from the March 28, 2018 BZA public hearing. Tom Andrew
seconded and the minutes were approved by unanimous voice vote.

II.

NEW BUSINESS

Ryan O’Gara said the petitioners for BZA-1979—HORVATH TOWERS V, LLC and BZA-1982—WEST
LAFAYETTE JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING CORPORATION have requested
continuances to the May BZA meeting. All other cases are ready to be heard.

III.

PUBLIC HEARING

Ed Butz moved that there be incorporated into the public hearing portion of each application to be heard
this evening and to become part of the evidence at such hearing, the Unified Zoning Ordinance, the
Unified Subdivision Ordinance, the Comprehensive Plan, the By-laws of the Area Board of Zoning
Appeals, the application and all documents filed therewith, the staff report and recommendation on the
applications to be heard this evening and responses from the checkpoint agencies. Tom Andrew
seconded and the motion carried by voice vote.
Ed Butz moved to continue BZA-1979—HORVATH TOWERS V, LLC and BZA-1982—WEST
LAFAYETTE JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING CORPORATION to the May 23, 2018 Board
of Zoning Appeals public hearing at petitioners’ requests. Tom Andrew seconded and the motion was
approved by unanimous voice vote.
Steve Clevenger read the meeting procedures.
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1. BZA-972--DF PROPERTIES, LLP
Petitioner is requesting a release of a reclamation plan for a 60-acre gravel-mining site of a
previously approved special exception which was originally granted in August 1989. The
property is located on the south side of CR 510 S just west of CR150 E, Wea 21 (SW) 22-4.
(UZO 3-2) CONTINUED FROM THE FEBRUARY ABZA MEETING IN ORDER TO CONDUCT A PROPER SITE
INVESTIGATION.

Ed Butz moved to hear and vote on BZA-972—DF PROPERTIES, LLP. Tom Andrew seconded.
Rabita Foley presented the zoning map, aerial photos of the site, approved site plan and approved
reclamation plan for the 60-acres of land included in this petition. The remaining 130 acres of the original
mining site is still an active gravel pit and will be reclaimed when the mining is finished. She explained
that the special exception for the sand and gravel mining operation expired in 2009 without reclamation
and a request for a special exception to complete the reclamation was approved by the BZA in February.
She said the UZO requires all reclamation plans show slopes no steeper than 3:1, surfaces to be grassed
or landscaped, installed bufferyards to remain, and overburden removed. The reclamation plan for the
site met all the standards and has been certified by a Registered Land Surveyor. She then presented
photos showing the berm removed on the north side of the property, where the east and west sides were
reseeded, the view of the site form CR 510 South, and the view of the property from the rear. APC has
received the following items certifying that the land was reclaimed in accordance with the abovementioned plan:
 As-Built reclamation plan showing the site’s pond, vegetation and slope along with a certification
from a Professional Engineer (PE), Justin R. Frazier, stating that 60 acres of land in the request
conforms to the requirements set forth in the approved reclamation plan.
 A letter from the County Surveyor, Zachariah E. Beasley, stating that the side slopes meet or
exceed the 3:1 slope requirements per the reclamation plan.
She concluded with a recommendation of approval.
Daniel Teder, PO Box 280, Lafayette, IN 47902, attorney representing the petitioner, said the project
engineer is present tonight to answer any technical questions. He thanked Rabita Foley for her help in
getting to this point. He concurred with the staff report and requested approval.
The Board voted by ballot 6 yes to 0 no to approve the release of the reclamation plan for BZA-972—DF
PROPERTIES, LLP.

Ed Butz moved to table BZA-1974—IMRAN KAZEM and move it to the last agenda item. Tom Andrew
seconded.
Steve Clevenger explained that the Notice of Public Hearing sign for BZA-1974—IMRAN KAZEM said
the meeting is being held at 7:00pm instead of 6:00pm. The Board cannot hear the case until the posted
time so that members of the public have an opportunity to comment on the request.
The motion was approved by unanimous voice vote.

2. BZA-1980--SOLLER BAKER FUNERAL HOMES, INC.:
Petitioner is requesting a special exception to add a crematory (SIC 726) building on the
existing funeral home site on a GB-zoned lot. The hours of operation would be seven days a
week: 9AM to 5PM Monday - Friday, 9AM to 4PM Saturday and as needed on Sunday. The
property is located at 400 Twyckenham Boulevard, Lafayette, Wea 05 (NE) 22-4. (UZO 3-2)
Ed Butz moved to hear and vote on BZA-1980—SOLLER BAKER FUNERAL HOMES, INC. Tom
Andrew seconded.
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Ryan O’Gara presented the zoning map, aerial photos of the site with the location of the proposed
crematory shown, and site plan. He highlighted other uses in the area. Petitioner’s site plan shows the
proposed crematory screened from the adjoining single-family neighborhoods to the north and west. The
manufacturer of the gas-fired crematory rates the noise level outside the building as undetectable and the
crematory is equipped with an afterburner to prevent smoke and odor from being released into the
surrounding atmosphere. He summarized the ballot items and concluded with a recommendation of
approval.
Joseph Bumbleburg, PO Box 1535, Lafayette, IN 47902, attorney representing the petitioner, said the
petitioners and a representative from the crematory supplier are present tonight to answer any questions.
He said the crematory will be located as far away as possible from the neighboring residences. He
explained that the funeral home has operated in this area since the 1990’s and there have never been
any complaints from the neighbors. The proposed crematory will be well-screened by the building and the
various tree lines. The crematory will not have an environmental impact on the area and there will be no
discernable noise outside the building.
The Board voted by ballot 6 yes to 0 no to approve BZA-1980—SOLLER BAKER FUNERAL HOMES,
INC.

3. BZA-1981--SECOND CIRCLE ACQUISITIONS, LLC:
Petitioner is requesting a parking variance to reduce the number of parking spaces to 34 from
the minimum requirement of 46 spaces for a proposed Dollar General store on GB-zoned
land. The site in question, proposed Lot 1 in SCI Dayton First Addition Subdivision, has been
filed for preliminary approval at the April APC meeting. The property is located at the
southeast corner of SR 38 (Walnut Street) and Yost Drive in the Town of Dayton, Sheffield 8
(NE) 22-3. (UZO 4-6-8)
Ed Butz moved to hear and vote on BZA-1981—SECOND CIRCLE ACQUISITIONS, LLC. Tom Andrew
seconded.
Ryan O’Gara presented the zoning map, aerial photos of the site, and site plan. He highlighted other uses
in the area. This proposed Dollar General is the same size as the one that was built in Romney but the
Romney site was issued a permit in error allowing a building that did not meet the parking standards to be
constructed. A parking variance was sought two years after the building was constructed. In this case
petitioner plans to build on a lot he knows cannot meet the ordinance standards without a variance. Dollar
General’s standard is 30 parking places per location but in this case they are proposing 34 parking
spaces. Dollar General states it has supportive data regarding the necessary parking to support the
facility but has not provided the data to staff to date. Staff cannot support a request that would not be
needed if petitioner/developer either made the proposed lot slightly larger or reconfigured the pavement
markings. He summarized the ballot items and concluded with a recommendation of denial.
Mike Thompson, 11988 Fishers Crossing Drive, Suite 154, Fishers, IN 46038, engineer representing the
petitioner, distributed a packet of information pertinent to this request that was not available at the time of
filing. He met with staff on March 5th and was told staff will not be able to support this request without
additional information regarding the traffic and parking demand. A traffic study was done for a store
exactly the same size with approximately the same anticipated sales in Pendleton IN. The Pendleton
store has the same number of entrances and is set-up the same as this store will be. The company
determined that 42 cars visited the site during the peak morning hour and 52 during the peak evening
hour. The average shopper spends about 10 minutes in the store and using that data collected nine
spaces are needed during the evening peak and seven spaces are needed during the morning peak.
Using the same data we determined that a shopper would need to spend 40 minutes in the store to fill all
the available parking spaces. He explained that Dollar General is a stop-by store and not a drive-to store.
Dollar General is a quick turnover store and people generally stop in on the way to or back from
somewhere else. He thinks this is a unique situation because the company has supporting documentation
to show the ordinance required number of parking spaces for this use are not needed. Dollar General
usually puts in 30 parking spaces but made accommodations for 34 to be closer to ordinance compliance.
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Ryan O’Gara read a letter of opposition from:
Mallory Deardorff-Dawson, PO Box 280, Lafayette, IN
Convenience Stores

47902, attorney representing Mac’s

Mike Thompson apologized for not having the traffic data available sooner. Dollar General is putting in a
curb on Yost Drive at Dayton’s request and indicated that if the curb was put in the Town Board would
support the parking variance request. He said a letter from the Town of Dayton was included in his
handout.
Steve Schreckengast asked Mike Thompson if he does a lot of Dollar General Stores.
Mike Thompson replied that he does.
Steve Schreckengast pointed out that the Dayton store will be 9,000 sq. ft. and asked typically how much
parking is needed.
Mike Thompson said he has done 10 stores in the last 12 months and each one has 27 to 32 parking
spaces.
Steve Schreckengast asked Mike Thompson if he actually made a presentation to the Dayton Town
Board because the letter he referred to earlier is actually from the Town Clerk and not the Town Board.
Mike Thompson said he went to the Town Board to talk about the preliminary plat and that is when the
town asked for the curb. At that time he talked to the Board about the parking variance and asked for a
letter indicating the town’s position on the variance request.
Mike Thompson replied that he reached out to Board Member Tyrone Taylor and he created the letter
and asked the Town Clerk to mail it.
Steve Schreckengast want to be sure Mike Thompson is saying he does a lot of Dollar General’s and
even if the variance is approved, this store will have the most parking.
Mike Thompson said that is correct because this will be the most parking provided for the last 10 stores
and all 10 stores are 9,100 sq.ft. like this one will be.
Steve Clevenger wants to be sure the variance goes with the land and not with the use.
Ryan O’Gara said the parking goes with the land for a general merchandise store. He went on to say a
different use might have a different parking standard.
Steve Clevenger said the staff report indicates there are places on site for additional parking. He asked to
see where staff is recommending the petitioner add additional parking.
Rabita Foley displayed the site plan and said additional parking could be located in the gray area on the
east side of the site. She went on to say petitioner indicated that the space staff is suggesting additional
parking be located will be used as the loading dock.
Steve Clevenger thinks it would be a hardship for the petitioner to put parking in space to be used as a
loading dock.
Frank Donaldson said he is unclear about the answer given on the letter from Dayton. He asked if one
Town Board Member supports this request and wrote the letter or if the entire Board supports it.
Mike Thompson said he does not want to mislead this Board by saying the entire Town Board wrote the
letter. Tyrone Taylor supports this request and asked Dayton staff to write the letter. He added that at the
Town Board meeting there was no talk of not supporting this request and all Board Members seemed
okay with the proposal.
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The Board voted by ballot 6 yes to 0 no to approve BZA-1981—SECOND CIRCLE ACQUISITIONS,
LLC.
Steve Clevenger welcomed Gary Steinhardt’s Agronomy 585 – Soils and Land Use class attending
tonight’s Board meeting. He said usually the Members stay a while after the meeting for one-on-one time
and to answer any questions but he thinks it would be a good time for one-on-one during the recess.

4. BZA-1974--IMRAN KAZEM
Petitioner is requesting a variance to reduce the side setback from Tuckaho Court to 13.5
feet from the minimum requirement of 25 ft to construct a new single-family residence on an
R1 zoned corner lot. The property is located at 750 Northridge Drive, West Lafayette,
Wabash 18 (SW) 22-4. (UZO 2-1-7)
Ed Butz moved to hear and vote on BZA-1974—IMRAN KAZEM. Tom Andrew seconded.
Rabita Foley presented the zoning map, aerial photos of the site, and site plan with no photos of the
completed house. Petitioner states that he plans to raze the existing home and construct a new home on
site. The existing home is setback 12.5’ from Tuckaho Court and 53’ from Northridge. The proposed
home will be nearly twice as large as the existing home. Petitioner’s proposal will bring the new home
closer to conformity and added that most homes on Tuckaho do not meet the 25’ required setback. Staff
believes a smaller house could be built in a more conforming location and the 25’ setback could be met
by moving the house 12’ to the southwest. She summarized the ballot items and concluded with a
recommendation of denial.
Jamison Redmond, 1200 Northwestern Avenue, West Lafayette, IN 47906, petitioner’s representative,
said he lives next door to this property and mostly agrees with the staff report. He referred to the aerial to
point out the location of his home with “the sidewalk to nowhere” and said he prefers petitioner’s home
not be moved any closer to his house. Imran Kazem is a radiologist and he learned through discussions
that Dr. Kazem wants to improve the entire area. It is evident the existing home on the site needs
extensive work and he supports this request. He concluded by saying he talked to six neighbors and all
support approval of this request.
Rabita Foley read a letter of opposition from:
James Klatch, 1415 Woodland Avenue, West Lafayette, IN 47906
Steve Schreckengast asked why the citizens in the audience are here if they do not want to speak for or
against this request.
Several citizens in the audience replied that they live in the neighborhood and are present at the meeting
tonight to see the plans and hear about petitioner’s plans.
Ryan Kennedy, 612 Northridge Drive, West Lafayette, IN 47906, said he lives in the neighborhood and is
a local builder. He said he is not for or against the request but he would like to see some elevation
drawings or plan view to see what will replace the existing structure to make sure the new home is
appropriate for the neighborhood.
Steve Schreckengast said the Board does not consider appropriateness of the structure but rather
whether the variance requested should be granted or not.
Steve Clevenger added that petitioner must conform to the site plan if the variance is granted. He went on
to say the opposition letter referred to the Hills & Dales Neighborhood being on the National Register of
Historic Places and asked if this house is on the list.
Rabita Foley replied that according to the letter this house and 950 other homes in two neighborhoods
were placed in the National Register of Historic Places. She is not sure how the National Register applies
to this request because the site plan is not reviewed by local jurisdictions.
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Zach Williams said the previous discussion has no bearing on what the Board is asked to vote on.
Steve Schreckengast strongly disagrees with James Klatch where he states there are plenty of bigger
houses in West Lafayette and the prices are going down. He is a local builder and said there is no validity
to that statement.
The Board voted by ballot 6 yes to 0 no to approve BZA-1974—IMRAN KAZEM.

V.

ADMINISTRATIVE MATTERS

Steve Clevenger stated that unless any member has an objection the chair will order the findings of each
member casting a vote for the majority decision of the Board to be the collective findings of the Board in
support of the decision of the Board. Hearing none, it is so ordered.

VI.

ADJOURNMENT

Ed Butz moved for adjournment. Tom Andrew seconded.
The meeting adjourned at 7:20p.m.

Respectfully submitted,

Linda Underwood
Recording Secretary

Reviewed by,

Sallie Dell Fahey
Executive Director

BZA-1979
HORVATH TOWERS V, LLC
(special exception)
REVISED STAFF REPORT
May 17, 2018

BZA-1979
HORVATH TOWERS V, LLC
Special Exception
Revised Staff Report
May 17, 2018
REQUEST MADE, PROPOSED USE, LOCATION:
Petitioner, with consent of property owners Matthew Overman & Jon Bowman, and
represented by Elizabeth Williams of Clark Quinn LLP, is requesting a special exception
to allow a 184’ tall monopole primary communications tower (SIC 48) in the Agricultural
zone. Petitioner’s site is a 75’ x 75’ easement area. The primary communications tower
would operate 24 hours per day, 7 days per week at 3805 S. 18 th Street, Lafayette, Wea
09 (SW) 22-4. (UZO 3-2)
The petitioner has submitted a revised site plan to change a Self-Supporting Cell Tower
to a Monopole Tower. Other than this change, the request remains the same.
AREA ZONING PATTERNS:
The area included in the special exception is part of a larger 12-acre tract of land that is
zoned Agricultural and Flood Plain. Adjacent to the south is a 65’ strip of land with a tree
lined driveway of R1 that leads back to a single-family home. R1 zoning also lies west of
the tract of land, east across 9th Street and north of the Flood Plain zoning associated
with the Kirkpatrick Ditch. About 7 acres of GB zoning exists just to the south of the site;
this acreage has two primary communications guyed towers on one lot and a third building
mounted accessory tower for the TV/radio station office on a second lot. Farther to the
northeast of the site land is zoned NB, GB and R3.
This use is only permitted by right in industrial zones and by special exception in the rural
zones. This area of the county is primarily residential and commercial zones limiting the
site locations for towers.
AREA LAND USE PATTERNS:
Single-family homes surround this island of FP, A and GB zoned land. Additional
businesses are located to the north along Veterans Memorial Parkway. To the south at
the intersection of 18th and 430 South is Wea Ridge Elementary and Middle Schools.
The subject property was granted a special exception in 1989 for a golf driving range,
(BZA-937). More recently, a landscaping business was added to the golf driving range
office. In 2017 an accessory pole building for the landscaping business was also built on
site. To the south of this site across a wide driveway are two primary communications
towers; unlike the proposed tower, these towers are both guyed and were likely built in
the 1960’s. According to the city engineer’s office, these towers are non-conforming
structures and cannot be expanded without a rezone to an Industrial district to bring them
LA | g:\apc\staff reports\bza\1900\bza1979 horvath revised.docx | Horvath Towers V, LLC | Special Exception | May 17, 2018
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into compliance. City and APC staffs prefers colocation on existing towers as opposed to
constructing new towers, especially so close to other towers. Two rezone petitions have
been filed for the towers to the south (to be rezoned from GB to I1) to remedy the zoning
nonconformity issue.
TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION:
The proposed tower would use the existing golf driving range driveway access on S. 18th
Street. 18th is a paved 4-lane road with a sidewalk and trail classified as an urban primary
arterial per the adopted Thoroughfare Plan. According to the petition, the proposed tower
would be unstaffed with an average of one visit to the site per month per carrier for
maintenance and inspections.
ENVIRONMENTAL AND UTILITY CONSIDERATIONS:
Sewer and water are available at this location but not needed for this use.
STAFF COMMENTS:
This request is a result of a cellular carrier needing to provide improved service for the
area surrounding the site. The 75’ x 75’ area would house a 184’ tall monopole primary
communications tower. This tower would primarily be used to support cellular antennas.
The submitted site plan shows up to four utility sheds would be located on site. The plans
show a 6’ tall chain-link fence with an additional foot of barbed wire on top surrounding
the tower and one of the sheds. (The other three sheds are labeled “future”.) The tower
setback, 20% of tower height or 36.8’, would be met on all sides. The petitioner site shows
the ability of the tower to support colocation which staff strongly recommends in these
cases, since it helps prevent the need for additional towers. This use is only permitted by
right in industrial zones and by special exception in rural zones. This area of the county
is primarily residential and commercial zones limiting the site locations for towers. In the
future, the City of Lafayette also plans to build a water tower close to Wea School and will
allow antennas to locate on this structure.
At its meeting on March 7th, the Executive Committee of the Area Plan Commission voted
that granting this request would not substantially adversely affect the Comprehensive
Plan.
Regarding the ballot items:
1.

Section 3.1 of the Unified Zoning Ordinance DOES authorize a special exception
for a primary communications tower in the Agricultural zoning district.

And it is staff’s opinion that:
2.

The requirements and development standards for the requested use as prescribed
by the Unified Zoning Ordinance WILL be met. The site plan complies with all
required setbacks and is enclosed by a 7’ tall security fence.
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3.
4.

Granting the special exception WILL NOT subvert the general purposes served by
the Ordinance. Allowing this tower will not prevent adjacent land from being used
for their existing use.
Granting the special exception WILL NOT materially and permanently injure other
property or uses in the same district and vicinity because of:
a. Traffic generation: Minimal traffic is generated by this use, an average of one
trip per carrier per month has been the pattern established; four new carriers
would not increase traffic beyond a negligible amount on this highly used road.
b. Placement of outdoor lighting: Security lighting on the sheds and generators is
common to other buildings in this area of town.
c. Noise production: No additional noise would be produced other than the sound
from the emergency power generators.
d. Hours of operation: 24 hours per day, seven days per week are typical for this
use.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Approval
Note: A special exception approval ceases to be valid if the use is not established within
one year of the date that the special exception was granted.
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1 INCH = 150 FEET

LEGEND

RY

IN
A

IM
EL

UTILITY POLE
LIGHT POLE
TELE PEDESTAL
SANITARY MANHOLE

P.O.C. POINT OF COMMENCEMENT
P.O.R. POINT OF REFERENCE
P.O.B. POINT OF BEGINNING
ROW RIGHT OF WAY
EOP EDGE OF PAVEMENT
BOC BACK OF CURB
EX. OVERHEAD ELECTRIC
EX. OVERHEAD ELECTRIC & TELE
EX. FENCE
FOUND MONUMENT AS NOTED
SET 5/8" REBAR
PROPERTY LINE
ADJACENT PROPERTY LINE

S88°48'28"W 220.91'
LEASE TIE

THIS PLAT IS NOT INTENDED FOR LAND TRANSFER.
THE PARENT PARCEL, THE PROPOSED LEASE AREA, THE
PROPOSED ACCESS & UTILITY EASEMENT AND THE
PROPOSED UTILITY EASEMENT SHOWN HEREON ARE
NOT LOCATED IN A 100-YEAR FLOOD PLAIN PER FLOOD
HAZARD BOUNDARY MAP, COMMUNITY-PANEL
NUMBER 18157C0232E, DATED AUGUST 15, 2017. THE
PROPOSED LEASE AREA, THE PROPOSED ACCESS &
UTILITY EASEMENT AND THE PROPOSED UTILITY
EASEMENT ARE LOCATED IN ZONE X.

Y

FOUND 5/8" REBAR
EX. UTILITY POLE
W/LATERAL DROP

THIS SURVEY IS FOR THE PROPOSED LEASE AREA, THE
PROPOSED ACCESS & UTILITY EASEMENT AND THE
PROPOSED UTILITY EASEMENT ONLY, AND ONLY A
PARTIAL BOUNDARY SURVEY OF THE PARENT PARCEL
HAS BEEN PERFORMED.
THIS PROPERTY IS SUBJECT TO ANY RECORDED
EASEMENTS AND/OR RIGHTS OF WAY SHOWN HEREON
OR NOT.

312 WEST COLFAX AVE
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601
574.237.0464

318 North Main Street
Huntingburg, Indiana 47542
Phone: (812) 683-3049
e-mail: benchmark@mw.twcbc.com

SURVEY
REV.

DATE

DESCRIPTION

A

11.6.17

PRELIM ISSUE & TITLE

B

5.3.18

CLIENT COMMENTS

SITE INFORMATION:

S88°48'28"W
55.00'
(P.O.B. OF DEED, CALLED
FOR A RAILROAD SPIKE)
SPIKE NOT FOUND
EX. UTILITY POLE
W/TRANSFORMER &
LATERAL DROP

P.O.B.
LEASE AREA

D

0'

DATE

X

EX. SHED

GENERAL NOTES

I HEREBY CERTIFY THAT THIS SURVEY AND THE PLAT SHOWN
HEREON WERE PREPARED UNDER MY SUPERVISION AND
ACCORDING TO THE APPLICABLE REQUIREMENTS OF 865
IAC 1-12.

PR

R

NO SEARCH OF PUBLIC RECORDS HAS BEEN COMPLETED
BY POD GROUP TO DETERMINE ANY DEFECTS AND/OR
AMBIGUITIES IN THE TITLE OF THE PARENT PARCEL.

LAND SURVEYOR'S CERTIFICATE

RALPH WALLEM, LS #80040185

Q

P.O.R.
FOUND P.K. NAIL

NOTICE TO CONTRACTOR
PER INDIANA STATE LAW IC-8-1-26-18, IT IS
AGAINST THE LAW TO EXCAVATE WITHOUT
NOTIFYING THE UNDERGROUND LOCATION SERVICE
TWO (2) WORKING DAYS BEFORE COMMENCING WORK.

P.O.C.
FOUND ALUMINUM MONUMENT AT
THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF THE
SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 9,
TOWNSHIP 22 NORTH, RANGE 4 WEST,
CITY OF LAFAYETTE, WEA TOWNSHIP,
TIPPECANOE COUNTY, INDIANA
SW 1/4, SECTION 9
NW 1/4, SECTION 16

WEA RIDGE

3805 S 18TH STREET
LAFAYETTE, IN 47909
TIPPECANOE COUNTY

TAX PARCEL NUMBER:

79-11-09-376-001.000-033

PROPERTY OWNER:

A GUSTA WINDS HOLDINGS, LLC
P.O. BOX 8028
LAFAYETTE, IN 47903

SOURCE OF TITLE:

INSTRUMENT #201616021240
SITE NUMBER:

HV1282

VERIZON WIRELESS SITE NAME:

(DEED) N00°40'28"W 920.50'
N00°40'27"W 920.50'

X

P

(P.O.C. TO P.O.R.)
N00°40'27"W 855.01'

PARCEL ID: 79-11-09-376-006.000-033
CITY OF LAFAYETTE

O

HALF
SECTION LINE

W

N

65.49'

PARCEL ID: 79-11-09-327-024.000-033
CITY OF LAFAYETTE

M

(DEED) S89°26'31"W 1320.97' FROM SECTION LINE

(DEED) S00°40'25"E 425.33'

V

L

EX. GARAGE

50' PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY

PARCEL ID: 79-11-09-327-023.000-033
MICHAEL F. MCMILLEN

K

J

(DEED CALLED FOR A 5/8"
REBAR W/ YELLOW CAP
"SCHNIEDER ENG FIRM #001")
REBAR NOT FOUND

G

PENNY PACKERS MILL ROAD

U

I

H

PROPOSED 15' UTILITY EASEMENT
(881.792 S.F.)
DETAIL SHEET B-1.1

PARCEL ID: 79-11-09-356-013.000-033
ROBERT E. & TERRI D. SCOTT

(DEED) N00°40'28"W 410.70'

C

POD

S 18TH STREET

BASED ON INDIANA STATE
PLANE WEST ZONE AND
DETERMINED BY GPS OBSERVATIONS
COMPLETED ON SEPTEMBER 28, 2017

(NOT FOUND - PER DEED)
NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE
SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF SECTION 9,
TOWNSHIP 22 NORTH, RANGE 4 WEST,
CITY OF LAFAYETTE, WEA TOWNSHIP,
TIPPECANOE COUNTY, INDIANA

VARIABLE WIDTH PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY
INSTRUMENT #201414006366

3.

0° 08' 03"

SITE

RANDOM TRAVERSE CONTROL MONUMENTS WERE SET
USING GPS METHODS. A PORTION OF THE TOPOGRAPHY
WAS COLLECTED USING GPS METHODS.
THE TYPE OF GPS UTILIZED WAS NETWORK ADJUSTED
REAL TIME KINEMATIC (INDOT VRS NETWORK), NAD 83
INDIANA WEST ZONE WITH THE ORTHOMETRIC HEIGHT
COMPUTED USING GEOID12A. RELATIVE POSITIONAL
ACCURACY VARIED FROM 0.03' TO 0.06' HORIZONTALLY.
TOPCON HIPER SR DUAL FREQUENCY RECEIVERS WERE
USED CONDUCTING THE SURVEY. SERIAL NUMBER:
1064-11668

2.

NE 1/4, SECTION 9
SE 1/4, SECTION 9

NW 1/4, SECTION 9
SW 1/4, SECTION 9

(DEED) S00°40'27"E 1331.27'

S 9TH ST

STONEGATE CIR

RTH
NO

STONERIPPLE CIR

GRID NORTH

E
TRU

VETERANS MEMORIAL PKWY S

GN2 WEA RIDGE

POD NUMBER:
DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:
SURVEY DATE:
PLAT DATE:
SHEET TITLE:

SITE SURVEY
SHEET NUMBER:

SE 1/4, SECTION 9
NE 1/4, SECTION 16

17-15587
DAP
MEP
9.28.17
8.17.17

B-1

184'-0" TOP OF APPURTENANCE
TOTAL TOWER HEIGHT

1.

TOP OF TOWER
180'-0"

TOP OF ANTENNA MOUNTING STRUCTURE
RING MOUNT SHALL BE 18"-24" BELOW
THE CENTER LINE OF THE CABLE EXIT PORT
-NOTIFY VERIZON WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTION MANAGER IF CONFLICT EXISTS

IT IS THE INSTALLING CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSIBILITY TO VERIFY ALL
ANTENNA INFORMATION AGAINST FINAL RADIO ENGINEERING PLAN
PROVIDED BY GTE MOBILNET OF INDIANA LIMITED PARTNERSHIP d/b/a
VERIZON WIRELESS (VZW GC).
CABLE EXIT PORT
18" MIN
24" MAX

FUTURE ANTENNAS
175'-0"

VERIZON WIRELESS ANTENNAS
MOUNTED AT 160' AGL

POD

NOTE:

4' LIGHTNING ARRESTOR

VERIZON WIRELESS ANTENNAS / COAX PORT
160'-0"

VERIZON WIRELESS
RAD CENTER

VERIZON WIRELESS ANTENNA (TYP.)
-SEE ANTENNA PLAN TABLE ON RF-1

FUTURE ANTENNAS
140'-0"

MONOPOLE

FUTURE ANTENNAS
130'-0"

312 WEST COLFAX AVE
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601

HEAVY DUTY ANTENNA
MOUNTING SUPPORT
STRUCTURE ON TOWER

ANTENNA SUPPORT STRUCTURE INSTALLATION DETAIL
SCALE: N.T.S.

2
TE-1

PRELIMINARY
NOT FOR
CONSTRUCTION

180' MONOPOLE
w/4' LIGHTNING ARRESTOR
-TOTAL TOWER HEIGHT 184'

ICE BRIDGE ASSEMBLY FURN.
BY VZW & INST. BY VZW GC

180' MONOPOLE
w/4' LIGHTNING ARRESTOR
-TOTAL TOWER HEIGHT 184'

PRELIMS

MONOPOLE PORT
(TYP. NUMBER MAY VARY)

COAX/HYBRID CABLE FURN. BY
VZW & INST. VZW GC
-QTY. VARIES

VERIZON WIRELESS (2)
HFT1206-24SV2-XXX
HYBRID CABLE (VZW GC)

7'-0"
MIN. CLEARANCE

MONOPOLE

MONOPOLE FOUNDATION

NOTE:
MONOPOLE MUST BE
INSTALLED WITH A CABLE
ENTRY PORT (±8'-0" AGL)
ORIENTED TOWARDS THE
VERIZON WIRELESS RADIO
EQUIPMENT BUILDING. SEE
THE DETAILED COMPOUND
PLAN FOR LAYOUT

SCALE: N.T.S.

N

A
B

DATE

DESCRIPTION

11.20.17 ISSUED FOR REVIEW
REVISED TOWER TYPE
FROM SST TO MP

5.4.18

SITE INFORMATION:

WEA RIDGE

GRADE

COAX PLAN

REV.

3805 S 18TH STREET
LAFAYETTE, IN 47909
TIPPECANOE COUNTY

NOTE:
VERIZON WIRELESS CABLING
MUST BE INSTALLED ON THE INTERIOR OF
MONOPOLE VIA THE UPPERMOST CABLE
ENTRY PORT (±8'-0" AGL) UNLESS NOTED
OTHERWISE

HORVATH SITE NUMBER:

HV1282

VERIZON WIRELESS SITE NAME:
VERIZON WIRELESS PREFABRICATED
RADIO EQUIPMENT CANOPY (VZW GC)
6'-0" TALL CHAIN LINK FENCE
-TOTAL HEIGHT 7'-0"

T/FINISHED GRADE

TOWER ELEVATION
SCALE: N.T.S.

1
TE-1

MONOPOLE PORT HYBRID CABLE INSTALLATION DETAIL
SCALE: N.T.S.

GN2 WEA RIDGE

3
TE-1

POD NUMBER:

17-15590

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:
DATE:

POD
MEP
11.20.17

SHEET TITLE:

TOWER ELEVATION
SHEET NUMBER:

TE-1

LEGEND
UTILITY POLE
LIGHT POLE
TREE

TELEPHONE PEDESTAL
SANITARY MANHOLE

POD

EX. ASPHALT
PARKING LOT

PROPOSED LEASE LINE
PROPOSED EASEMENT
PROPOSED GRAVEL
PROPOSED FENCE
EXISTING GRAVEL
EXISTING OVERHEAD ELECTRIC
EXISTING OVERHEAD ELECTRIC & TELEPHONE
EXISTING DITCH
EXISTING PAVEMENT
PROPERTY LINE
ADJACENT PROPERTY LINE

EX. SIDEWALK

EX. SHED

312 WEST COLFAX AVE
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601
EX. SEPTIC FIELD
(APPROXIMATE)

75'-0"x75'-0" HORVATH COMMUNICATIONS LEASE AREA
- SEE SURVEY FOR DESCRIPTION

PRELIMINARY
NOT FOR
CONSTRUCTION

180' MONOPOLE w/4'
LIGHTNING ARRESTOR
-TOTAL TOWER HEIGHT 184'

S 18TH STREET

EX. GRAVEL
PARKING LOT

(VARIABLE WIDTH PUBLIC RIGHT OF WAY)

PRELIMS
ACCESS/UTILITY EASEMENT
- SEE SURVEY FOR LOCATION

REV.

VERIZON WIRELESS 11'-6"x19'-6"
CONCRETE RADIO EQUIPMENT PAD

A

36"x60" VEHICLE RATED
HAND HOLE FOR VZW
FIBER SERVICE

NEW 12'-0" GRAVEL
ACCESS DRIVE

B

DATE

DESCRIPTION

11.20.17 ISSUED FOR REVIEW
REVISED TOWER TYPE
FROM SST TO MP

5.4.18

EX. 10"
PINE TREE

VERIZON WIRELESS 11'-6"x14'-9" RADIO
EQUIPMENT CANOPY (VZW GC)

SITE INFORMATION:

EX. 18" PINE TREE

EX. 24" PINE TREE

EX. 24" PINE TREE

WEA RIDGE

EX. 24"
PINE TREE

EX. SIDEWALK
EX. ASPHALT DRIVE

3805 S 18TH STREET
LAFAYETTE, IN 47909
TIPPECANOE COUNTY
HORVATH SITE NUMBER:

HV1282

VERIZON WIRELESS SITE NAME:

GN2 WEA RIDGE

EX. 24" PINE TREE

EX. 24" PINE TREE

EX. 18" PINE TREE

POD NUMBER:

17-15590

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:
DATE:

POD
MEP
11.20.17

SHEET TITLE:
EX. 36" PINE TREE

OVERALL SITE PLAN
NOTICE TO CONTRACTOR
PER INDIANA STATE LAW IC-8-1-26-18, IT IS
AGAINST THE LAW TO EXCAVATE WITHOUT
NOTIFYING THE UNDERGROUND LOCATION SERVICE
TWO (2) WORKING DAYS BEFORE COMMENCING WORK.

0'

30'
1"= 30'

60'

OVERALL SITE PLAN
SCALE: 1" = 30'

N

SHEET NUMBER:

C-1A

POD
EX. SEPTIC FIELD
(APPROXIMATE)

312 WEST COLFAX AVE
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601

FUTURE

FUTURE

PRELIMINARY
NOT FOR
CONSTRUCTION
180' MONOPOLE w/4'
LIGHTNING ARRESTOR
-TOTAL TOWER HEIGHT 184'

GATE KEEPER
(TYP OF 2)

FUTURE
GRAVEL
COMPOUND

PRELIMS

14'-0" WIDE
ACCESS GATE
REV.
A
B

ICE BRIDGE &
FOUNDATIONS (±17'-6")

6'-0" TALL CHAIN LINK FENCE WITH
3 ROWS OF BARBED WIRE ATOP
- 7'-0" OVERALL HEIGHT
- @ 200 L.F.

CANOPY ICE BRIDGE &
FOUNDATIONS (12')

DATE

DESCRIPTION

11.20.17 ISSUED FOR REVIEW
REVISED TOWER TYPE
FROM SST TO MP

5.4.18

SITE INFORMATION:

WEA RIDGE
ACCESS AND UTILITY EASEMENT
-SEE SURVEY FOR DESCRIPTION
FUTURE FIBER PEDESTAL &
HAND HOLE BY FIBER PROVIDER

VERIZON WIRELESS STANDBY 20KW DIESEL
GENERATOR ON CONCRETE PAD (VZW GC)

3805 S 18TH STREET
LAFAYETTE, IN 47909
TIPPECANOE COUNTY
NEW 12'-0" GRAVEL
ACCESS DRIVE

POWER & TELCO METER
BOARD STRUCTURE

VERIZON WIRELESS 11'-6"x19'-6"
CONCRETE RADIO EQUIPMENT PAD

GN2 WEA RIDGE

NOTICE TO CONTRACTOR
PER INDIANA STATE LAW IC-8-1-26-18, IT IS
AGAINST THE LAW TO EXCAVATE WITHOUT
NOTIFYING THE UNDERGROUND LOCATION SERVICE
TWO (2) WORKING DAYS BEFORE COMMENCING WORK.

10'
1"= 10'

20'

DETAILED SITE PLAN
SCALE: 1" = 10'

N

17-15590

DRAWN BY:
CHECKED BY:
DATE:

POD
MEP
11.20.17

DETAILED SITE PLAN

LEGEND
LIGHT POLE

POD NUMBER:

SHEET TITLE:

EX. 24' PINE TREE

*NOTE:
GENERAL CONTRACTOR IS TO ENSURE
THERE IS NO DISTURBANCE OF PROPERTY,
SOIL, ETC. OUTSIDE OF THE STAKED LEASE 0'
AREA WITHOUT APPROVAL FROM
VERIZON WIRELESS CONSTRUCTION
MANAGER

HV1282

VERIZON WIRELESS SITE NAME:

24"x36" VEHICLE RATED
HAND HOLE FOR VZW
FIBER SERVICE

VERIZON WIRELESS 11'-6"x14'-9"
RADIO EQUIPMENT CANOPY

HORVATH SITE NUMBER:

TREE
PROPOSED LEASE LINE
PROPOSED EASEMENT
PROPOSED GRAVEL
PROPOSED FENCE

SHEET NUMBER:

C-3

BZA-1982
WEST LAFAYETTE JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
BUILDING CORPORATION
(variances)

STAFF REPORT
May 17, 2018

BZA-1982
WEST LAFAYETTE JUNIOR-SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL BUILDING
CORPORATION
Variances
Staff Report
May 17, 2018

REQUEST MADE, PROPOSED USE, LOCATION:
Petitioner, who is the property owner, with signed consent from J. Craig Irvine, its
president, and represented by attorney Kevin Riley of Reiling, Teder & Schrier, LLC and
Patrick Williams of TBird Design Services Corp., is requesting the following four variances
to construct an aquatic center addition to West Lafayette Jr./Sr. High School:
1. To increase the building height to 50’ from the maximum allowed 35’; (UZO 2-1-10)
2. To reduce the required number of onsite parking spaces from 692 to 218 spaces
(currently there are 228 onsite); (UZO 2-1-11)
3. To decrease the required amount of vegetative coverage to 36% from the minimum
40%; (UZO 2-1-6) and
4. To increase the maximum allowed building coverage from 30% to 32% (UZO 2-1-6)
on property located at 1105 N. Grant Street, West Lafayette, Wabash 18 (SE) 23-4. In
staff’s opinion, the first variance request, for a building height of 50’, is not needed based
on UZO 4-5-1(c) and should be withdrawn.
AREA ZONING PATTERNS:
The earliest West Lafayette zoning maps show this site zoned R1. The zoning boundary
between R1 zoning to the north and higher density residential zoning to the south has
long been Meridian Street. Originally zoned R2, the lots to the south across Meridian
Street were rezoned as part of the New Chauncey Neighborhood (Z-2619) in 2015 and
are now zoned R1U. Beyond this zone to the south is R2U and CBW zoning.
Though our historic zoning maps, dated to the 1960’s, showed this property as one large
lot labeled, “West Lafayette Junior Senior High School” with the track shown as “Leslie
Athletic Field”, it was actually 36 platted lots, two platted streets with alleys, and a large
unplatted area. Petitioner is currently going through the process to vacate these public
streets and alleys; the school has also filed a replat so that the entire property will be on
the one large lot it was thought to be located on. The subdivision process will require
between 5’ to 20’ of property be dedicated to the public as right-of-way. This dedication
will make the school property slightly smaller in area and would have the effect of slightly
exacerbating the percentage requested for both the vegetative coverage and building
coverage variances. Both requests have been calculated using the post-dedication
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acreage.
This is the third time variances have been requested at the school. The first case was for
three sign variances filed in 1990 (BZA-1045). The number of signs and sign area
requests were approved, the sign setback from Grant was denied. Then in 1995 two
variances were filed (BZA-1272): to allow a building height of 52’ instead of the maximum
35’ to build an addition and to allow a reduction in required parking from 461 to 216
spaces. The height variance was granted but interestingly, the parking variance was
withdrawn before hearing. At that time under the previous ordinance, the school parking
standard was 1 space per staff member plus 1 space per 6 auditorium seats. It is possible
that the addition at that time was not going to change the seating in the auditorium nor
the number of staff members; therefore, parking on site was considered legally
nonconforming and the parking request was deemed unnecessary.
AREA LAND USE PATTERNS:
West Lafayette High School has existed on site for decades. Currently, West Lafayette
Jr./Sr. High School occupies the north half of the property; the main parking lot and
running track with an accessory building are located on the south half. Except for two
neighborhood churches near the south end, the surrounding area land use is
predominately single-family residential. The eastern edge of Purdue’s campus is two
blocks to the west.
TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION:
The property is bounded on three sides by public streets. Grant and Meridian Streets, on
the east and south sides are secondary urban arterials. Leslie Avenue, on the north, is
an urban local road. The primary entrance/exit to the main school parking lot is on Grant
Street with a one-way drive along the west side of the property exiting onto Meridian.
The parking standard for schools is two spaces per junior high classroom (there are 38)
and eight spaces per high school classroom (there are 77). This means a total of 692
parking spaces is required. Currently on site there are 228 parking spaces located in four
different areas of the property: the main parking lot on the south side, a smaller lot
between Grant and the building; a parking area along Leslie, and a small lot at the
southwest corner of the building which is where the proposed aquatic center will be built.
A total of 19 parking spaces will be lost with the proposed addition; however, nine new
spaces will be added (in a row of angled parking just east of the one-way drive along the
west property line, between the existing parking lot and the track). This will result in a net
loss of ten spaces, or 4.3% of the available parking.
STAFF COMMENTS:
A visit on site showed staff that not every parking space is occupied during the school
day. Spaces on site are clearly marked either for staff or for student parking with permit
only. According to petitioner’s representative, “seniors get first priority and then juniors”
for these permits. While Grant Street has “no parking” signs, the north side of Meridian,
within the public right-of-way, has signs that state: during school hours, student permit
parking only. This agreement with the City of West Lafayette essentially adds about 21
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available parking spaces to the onsite number. This is likely the farthest “student parking”
from the school and there were many available spots during staff’s visit. Clearly onsite
parking here is at a premium, but the school has taken steps to address this by issuing
student parking passes, reserving parking for staff and working with the city to provide
some on-street student permitted parking.
While the aquatic center will be eliminating a paved parking area, there are a few grassy
areas that will also be eliminated with the new construction which made the vegetative
coverage variance necessary. Also, the nine new parking spaces, while bringing the
parking standard closer to conformity, would also take away some greenspace onsite
making the percentage 36% instead of the required 40%.
The last variance requested is building coverage. The existing building covers 28.5% of
the slightly smaller, soon-to-be replatted lot. With the new pool addition of 19,190 square
feet, that brings the building coverage to 31.98% which petitioner has rounded up to 32%.
This is clearly a unique situation; this is the only secondary school in West Lafayette.
Without these variances for parking, vegetative cover and building coverage a state-ofthe-art aquatic center could not be built on site. Providing more parking removes required
greenspace. The property is landlocked; there is no adjacent land available to add to the
size of the lot to meet the vegetative coverage, building coverage or parking standards of
the ordinance.

Regarding the ballot items:
1. The Area Plan Commission on May 16th determined that the variances requested
ARE NOT use variances.
And it is staff’s opinion regarding variance requests #2 (a reduction in the number of
parking spaces), #3 (a reduction in the required percent of vegetative coverage) and #4
(exceeding the maximum percent of building coverage) that:
2. Granting these variances WILL NOT be injurious to the public health, safety, and
general welfare of the community. The aquatic center will be an asset to the school.
All building setbacks, particularly from the west side property line, will be met.
3. Use and value of the area adjacent to the property included in the variance requests
WILL NOT be affected in a substantially adverse manner. The aquatic center would
be around 20’ from the side property line, which is the rear lot line of several houses
fronting on Ravinia. The proposed addition would be constructed well beyond the
minimum 6’ setback;
4. The terms of the zoning ordinance are being applied to a situation that IS NOT
common to other properties in the same zoning district. This is the only high school in
the city and it is located on a landlocked piece of property.
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5. Strict application of the terms of the zoning ordinance WILL result in an unusual or
unnecessary hardship as defined in the zoning ordinance. The aquatic center is
needed in order to meet the needs of the students; however no additional land is
available for parking, greenspace, or to allow for a larger building footprint.
Note: Questions 5a. and 5b. need only be answered if a hardship is found in Question
5 above.
5a. The hardship involved IS NOT self-imposed or solely based on a perceived
reduction of or restriction on economic gain. The hardship is the standards of the R1
zone which are tailor made for single-family dwellings, not land-locked institutional
uses with a limited land area.
5b. The variances sought DO provide only the minimum relief needed to alleviate the
hardship. Petitioner found space for nine additional parking spaces, which hinders
petitioner’s ability to meet the required vegetative coverage. This is a catch-22
situation that can only be solved by the proposed variance requests.
STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
1. Height variance: withdraw
2. Parking space variance: approval
3. Vegetative coverage variance: approval
4. Building coverage variance: approval
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BZA-1983
GARY RATCLIFF
(special exception)

STAFF REPORT
May 17, 2018

BZA-1983
GARY RATCLIFF
Special Exception
Staff Report
May 17, 2018

REQUEST MADE, PROPOSED USE, LOCATION:
Petitioner, who is the property owner and represented by attorney Daniel Teder, is
requesting a special exception to use an existing barn to operate as an Agricultural Rental
Hall on 12.231 acres at 9950 US 231 South. The hours of operation proposed are 11 am
to 11 pm, seven days a week. The property is located on the west side of US 231, in
Randolph Township 18(NE)21-4.
AREA ZONING PATTERNS:
This special exception request, which is 12.2 acres, is zoned AW, (Agricultural Wooded).
This description is part of a larger tract of land, approximately 145 acres, that includes
AW and FP zoning. A permit was issued to petitioner in 2013 for a 72’ x 72’ pole building.
It was built for personal use (his daughter’s wedding).
AREA LAND USE PATTERNS:
This site is located north of Romney with access from US 231. The site is surrounded by
farm fields and a few large lot single-family homes. The larger tract of land includes a
pond that is adjacent to the confluence of Wea Creek and an unnamed tributary. When
the leaves are on the trees in late spring, the site is not visible from US 231. The closest
homes are between 800 to 1000’ away from the building; one is to the northeast and a
second is to the southeast.
The site plan shows existing barn, an additional area for bathroom expansion and
delineated parking spaces. What is not shown is the location of the commercial septic,
(proposed to the north of the building), and the location of an outdoor event venue.
Petitioner has indicated that they would like to allow his clients to have events outside of
the building.
TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION:
This site gains access from US 231. Petitioner has two access points that could be used
based on INDOT’s approval. Conditions of approval will be the recordation of an access
easement to the site through petitioner’s land and a driveway permit for a change of use
will need to be approved by INDOT.
The parking standard for an agricultural rental hall is “1 per 4 patrons to the maximum
capacity of the facility inclusive of both indoor, if any, and outdoor capability. Additionally,
for agricultural rental hall events in rural zones, grass or gravel overflow parking areas
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are required and shall be of sufficient size to accommodate all vehicles. Vehicles parked
along public roads shall be evidence of noncompliance with this requirement.”
The architect/engineer stated that the maximum occupancy of the structure would be 299
persons. This capacity requires 75 parking spaces. The site plan shows adequate parking
exists to meet this standard as well as additional overflow parking.
ENVIRONMENTAL AND UTILITY CONSIDERATIONS:
The existing barn has a residential septic system and a men’s and women’s bathroom.
This system must be upgraded to a commercial septic and approved by the state board
of health. The county health department has design standards for this use based on
occupancy as determined by the state. The site has adequate land to accommodate a
commercial septic for a business use with an occupancy of 299. The site plan shows the
location of the bathrooms and an expansion area if needed.
The petitioner will also need to get approval from the county drainage board for
compliance with its standards.
STAFF COMMENTS:
The petitioner originally built this structure to host his daughter’s wedding. He then made
the barn available for others to use for additional events. Last summer a complaint was
made to the building commissioner about this use. The petitioner was permitted to have
the weddings for the remainder of the summer of 2017 but needed to apply for a special
exception. The petitioner waited until April to file for the special exception. The petitioner
now has summer of 2018 booked for weddings. Petitioner stated that two weddings in
May were canceled. The County Commissioners discussed closing the operation until
zoning approval was received. The commissioners decided to let the business operate
while obtaining the necessary approvals during the rest of the summer. The
commissioners required the approval of an engineer regarding the safety of the structure
and allowed the use of portable toilets until the commercial septic is installed. The reason
this use is permitted to continue to operate is because the commissioners didn’t want to
inconvenience the families that had made plans over a year in advance of their weddings.
The existing building was approved for personal use and storage; it was not to be a rental
hall for public events. Approval for this use still needs to come from the state building
commission, county building commissioner, the state health department, county health
department, county drainage board, and INDOT.
The site plan shows lighting on the building and in the parking area. Lighting will also be
added to the driveway once the driveway is approved. Hours of operation for this use are
11 AM to 11 PM which are consistent with other similar operations. Noise for this use will
end by 11 PM which is a reasonable time to end an event, but the petition does not
address outdoor activities; petitioner has indicated he plans to allow activities outdoor as
part of the rental hall. The outdoor portion of the event would be adjacent to the building,
to the front or rear.
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This site is located on land zoned Agricultural Wooded, which does not permit an eating
and/or drinking establishment (restaurant). For this reason, the zoning ordinance places
a limit on food service. There cannot be any preparation of food and as such, all food
must be brought on site by a licensed caterer. The UZO allows signage for this business
but no sign permit has been filed at this point.
At its meeting on May 2, 2018 the Executive Committee of the Area Plan Commission
voted that granting this request would not substantially adversely affect the
Comprehensive Plan.
Regarding the ballot items:
1.

Section 3.1 of the Unified Zoning Ordinance DOES authorize the special exception
for an Agricultural Rental Hall in the AW zoning district.

And it is staff’s opinion that:
2.

3.

4.

The requirements and development standards for the requested use as prescribed
by the Unified Zoning Ordinance WILL be met. All standards of the zoning
ordinance will be met. The required parking, greenspace, and setbacks will be met.
Granting the special exception WILL NOT subvert the general purposes served by
the Ordinance. The scenic and secluded nature of the site makes this a good
location. There are very few neighbors in the area and the site is not visible from
the road. This request would not harm the public health, safety, or inhibit the
general welfare of the community.
Granting the special exception WILL NOT materially and permanently injure other
property or uses in the same district and vicinity because of:
a. Traffic generation: The operation is open 7 days per week, and the petitioner
has two options for driveway placement.
b. Placement of outdoor lighting: There are a few lights around the building and
in the parking area. Lighting of the driveway will likely be done once the
driveway location is approved. This type of lighting is typical in the rural zones.
c. Noise production: Noise from this use will be limited to 11PM. Neighbors are a
minimum of 800’ from the site and a buffer of vegetation separate this use from
neighboring properties.
d. Hours of operation: from 11AM to 11PM every day of the year. These hours
are similar to other cases we have heard and require the event to end at a
reasonable time of night.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Approval subject to the following conditions.
Conditions
1. Approval from INDOT for a change of use driveway permit;
2. Approval from the Indiana State Department of Health and the Tippecanoe County
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3.
4.
5.
6.

Health Department for an on-site sewage disposal system;
Approval for the Indiana State Building Commissioner and the Tippecanoe County
Building Commissioner;
Approval from the Tippecanoe County Surveyor’s Office for onsite drainage;
A recorded driveway easement shall be filed before a permit for the use is issued;and
Amend the site plan to show the extend of outdoor area.
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BZA-1984
VERLYN AND LISA FAST
(special exception)

STAFF REPORT
May 17, 2018

BZA-1984
VERLYN & LISA FAST
Special Exception

Staff Report
May 17, 2018

REQUEST MADE, PROPOSED USE, LOCATION:
Petitioners, who are also the owners, are requesting a special exception for an
Agricultural Rental Hall (SIC 799) in the Agricultural zone. The business would operate
from 2:00pm to midnight (event hours) and 9:00am to 5:00pm (office hours), seven days
per week. The 10.8865 acre tract is located on CR 550 South just east of CR 500 East.
The site contains petitioners’ home and is commonly known as 5074 E 550 South,
Sheffield (19) 22-3.
AREA ZONING PATTERNS:
This land and all surrounding properties within ½ mile are zoned A, Agricultural. I3 zoning
is located about ½ mile to the northwest and represents the southern extent of the
industrial expansion area.
There have been no recent rezones or BZA cases in the immediate vicinity.
AREA LAND USE PATTERNS:
The 10.8 acres in this request supports petitioners’ home as well as a child care home
(which is permitted by right for 6 to 10 children). The eastern 2/3 of this tract was recently
in row crop production and is now the proposed location for the rental hall and associated
parking lot. A row of mature evergreen trees is located along the south and east property
lines.
Agricultural fields surround this site to the north and east. A large pond is located about
300 feet north of petitioners’ land. A handful of other single-family homes can be found
adjacent to the south and west.
TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION:
The site is located along CR 550 South just east of CR 500 East. Both roads are classified
as rural local roads in The Thoroughfare Plan. Traffic counts indicate the low number of
cars on these roads. Counts taken in 2015 on CR 550 S indicate 82 vehicles pass this
site daily; while on CR 500 E, counts taken in 2016 show 159 vehicles travel this road
daily. The submitted site plan shows the agricultural rental hall traffic would use the
existing driveway for the home. The County Highway Department will need to issue a
driveway permit to ensure the approach meets its standards for a commercial drive.
The parking standard for this use is based on the maximum occupancy of the building per
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the Indiana Building Code. With a building designed for 297 occupants, 75 spaces are
required (1 space per 4 occupants). The site plan shows a total of 79 spaces in gravel
which exceeds this requirement. Additional overflow parking is shown immediately south
of the parking lot on a grass-covered area.
ENVIRONMENTAL AND UTILITY CONSIDERATIONS:
The site is currently served by well and residential septic system. The rental hall is
required to have its own commercial septic system. According to petitioners, soil testing
was recently done and has been submitted to the Indiana State Department of Health for
its review and approval. The county health department would issue a commercial septic
permit based on this review by the state.
STAFF COMMENTS:
Petitioners are seeking a special exception to establish an agricultural rental hall on their
10-acre homesite. The submitted site plan shows a 9,138 square foot building (1,006
square feet are shown as future additions), parking for 79 vehicles and a proposed pond
to handle stormwater runoff. Access to the venue is proposed to be from CR 550 S via
the petitioners’ residential driveway. According to the petition, three 9-foot-tall driveway
light poles with LED lighting would be used along the driveway and would not cause any
disruption to surrounding properties. These poles will supplement the three existing light
poles. Additionally, two light poles with a 3500 lumen output would be used in the parking
lot, with all fixtures pointed downward to mitigate light trespass. Because only one
primary use building is permitted per lot or tract, the office for the rental hall must be
located in the house, which maintains the house as the primary use building onsite.
The hall is proposed to operate up to 7 days per week, with hours of operation from
2:00pm to midnight. While events on the weekends until midnight may not be uncommon,
staff is in favor of an earlier closing time throughout the week, such as 10 or 11pm
especially with homes located across the street. The building has been designed with a
maximum occupancy of 297 people. The parking standard for this use is one space per
4 patrons. With this standard, 75 spaces are required; the site plan shows 79 spaces
exceeding this requirement. Overflow parking is shown in the area immediately south of
the parking lot.
As with most commercial uses, a commercial grade septic system is required and must
be approved by the Indiana State Department of Health prior to the County Health
Department’s issuance of a permit. According to petitioners, the soil borings for the
system have recently been done and submitted to the State for review. The construction
plans for the building have also been submitted to the State for its review and approval,
prior to the County Building Commission’s issuance of an Improvement Location Permit.
This site is located on land zoned Agricultural, which does not permit an eating and/or
drinking establishment (restaurant). For this reason, the zoning ordinance places a limit
on food service. There cannot be any preparation of food and as such, all food must be
brought on site by a licensed caterer. The UZO allows signage for this business but no
sign permit has been filed at this point.
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At its meeting on May 2, 2018 the Executive Committee of the Area Plan Commission
voted that granting this request would not substantially adversely affect the
Comprehensive Plan.
Regarding the ballot items:
1.

Section 3.1 of the Unified Zoning Ordinance DOES authorize the special exception
for an Agricultural Rental Hall (SIC 799) in the Agricultural zoning district.

And it is staff’s opinion that:
2.

3.

4.

The requirements and development standards for the requested use as prescribed
by the Unified Zoning Ordinance WILL be met. The site has been designed with
sufficient parking areas required by the ordinance. Additionally, lot coverage,
vegetative coverage and building setbacks will be met.
Granting the special exception WILL NOT subvert the general purposes served by
the Ordinance. This request would not harm the public health, safety, or inhibit the
general welfare of the community. Review of both the construction of the building
and the commercial septic system would be done by State departments.
Granting the special exception WILL NOT materially and permanently injure other
property or uses in the same district and vicinity because of:
a. Traffic generation: While the operation will be open 7 days per week, the bulk
of traffic will likely be on the weekends. The site is located on two paved county
roads whose traffic counts are considered very low.
b. Placement of outdoor lighting: Existing light poles serve the driveway entrance
and three more are planned for the extended driveway. The parking area will
be lit by two Tipmont light poles producing 3500 lumens. Lighting will be
directed downward and will help mitigate any light trespass to neighboring
properties.
c. Noise production: Noise associated with vehicles coming and going will be the
main source of noise production. Music from events will occur only inside the
insulated and climate-controlled building.
d. Hours of operation: 2:00pm to midnight, seven days per week, are the hours
for events and the office would be open from 9:00am to 5:00pm, seven days
per week. These hours are typical for this type of use, but in this rural setting,
closing during the week at an earlier time, such as 10:00pm, is preferable to
staff.

STAFF RECOMMENDATION:
Approval, if the hours of operation are changed to 2:00pm to 10:00pm, Sunday through
Thursday, 2:00pm to midnight, Friday and Saturday AND subject to the following recorded
commitments and conditions:
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Commitments
1. The office for both the agricultural rental hall and the child care home shall be
located inside the residence.
2. There shall be no amplified music or other sound system outside of the agricultural
rental hall.
Conditions
1. Approval from the County Highway Department for a commercial driveway;
2. Approval from the Indiana State Department of Health and the Tippecanoe County
Health Department for an on-site sewage disposal system; and
3. Approval from the Tippecanoe County Surveyor’s Office for onsite drainage.

Note: A special exception approval ceases to be valid if the use is not established (open
for business) within one year of the date that the special exception was granted.
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